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Mr. Kanno reap the corn after harvest. I am also

prepared to leave the agriculture

Great East Japan Earthquake

Intermediate street next year also looks ahead to future

immigration decision to live in the now

■ 38 Mr. Keiichi Sugano agriculture

evacuated from Iitate Nishiaizu 

 (38) strive to work in the fields in the

city of refuge Nishiaizu Mr. Keiichi Sugano

Iitate village agriculture. Day-to-day on

the edge of the blessed people are

engaged in agriculture favorite has been

enhanced. However, I decided to think of

my parents and my future refuge away,

move closer to medium quality hometown

next year. I have taken a new step but

confused on the difference between the

ideal and reality.

 Before the earthquake had subsisted on

rice cultivation and breeding of five head

of a thriving gentian, cattle breeding in

Iitate together with (61) (64), mother

Mrs. Kazuko Kesao father. farmer's father

has been a large scale in one generation.

After a few years I thought his son is trying to succeed as a manager. 

 TEPCO Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant accident derail your life. I moved to

the city to sell the cattle Nishiaizu, while leaving the field, have a friend with low

radiation dose. I was thinking trying to earn a living on the side, in the town hall visited

house hunting, he learned that (62) is looking for agricultural workers Mamoru

Watanabe constant Onomoto of town. Employment contract, every day except Sunday

from June last year in the way Mr. Watanabe, we are hard at work harvesting

cucumbers and disinfection, and cultivation management. 

 That there may have been doing and agriculture in the same way as before the

nuclear accident, such as the illusion forget that you are evacuated. Mind is calm
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the last race in the sea of other Inawashiro hometown to live in the
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natural scent similar to hometown. Sometimes get invited to dinner to Mr. Watanabe.

Thanks is not consumed. But I can not think about the future and continue to stay in

Nishiaizu. 

 My parents live in a house of Kariage Date City. My sister is married with three

prefectures, not only you can take care of the eldest son. Aizu far. During the next

year I'm going to North County moved closer to the hometown and parents, around

two districts in the province. 

 I would think there is and I want to continue farming, "How can I make a living on

their own when. Harmful rumors prevail was a family do not know" and. 10 years, 20

years of life I have no idea. Still believe there is only a bright future. "I want to

become lively places such as relatives gathered as before." Now it is the wish of most.

(2012/10/22 11:04 Categories: Live in the moment-series )
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